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We live in a period of instant information, 
communication and connectivity, created by the diversity 
and portability of modern technology. The rapid 
development of this technology has also created exciting 
and inspiring possibilities for music education which 
were previously unimaginable. Music technology
represented by a large number of applications and 
platforms  can give students of all ages the chance to 
listen, note, record, capture, mix and create music at
different levels according to their knowledge. 
Technology also gives students the chance to progress 
rapidly in music knowledge, thoroughly engaging and 
stimulating them. The current music technology appeals
to visual and auditory learning styles, as well as logical 
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and analytic ones. There is no doubt music technology 
provides strong support for the teaching, learning and 
assessment process through motivating both students and 
teachers. The new music education programme of 2017 
encourages the use of digital education software and 
platforms, proving the awareness of the reliable support 
music technology can bring to music education (NME,
2017). 
In addition, the global crisis caused by the COVID 19 
pandemic has accelerated the necessity of introducing 
music technology to the music education field in the 
context of distance learning. In the current situation, 
research of these technologies is required to find the most 
appropriate way to approach and link them with the 
subjects needing to be taught. With the right insight and 
guidance, music technology should be implemented in 
music education not only to update education to meet 
current music requirements but also as a support for the 
achievement and development of the general and specific
targets and competences stipulated in the national 
framework (NME, 2017; NME 2004; NME 2005). 

By including computing programmes of study in the 
national curriculum from the age of four (reception
class), the UK government equips children with 
computational thinking and creativity, helping them to 
understand information and communications technology
principles. The aim is to help the students understand 
how digital systems work and how to use this knowledge 
in expressing and developing ideas as active participants 
in a digital world, depending on the chosen activity field
(GOV.UK, 2014). 
There are many generic technologies in use within the 
British music classroom. We can mention interactive
whiteboards, online resources, iPads, tablets, digital 
keyboards and audio and video recording devices which 
allow the teacher and students to watch their work back 
and critique it constructively (ISM Trust, Table 5.1). To 
these, the British education system adds different 
platforms and applications which support the learning 
process, including notation programs and the complex 
Digital-Audio-Workstation (DAW), which allows
students to record edit, mix and create music (ISM, 
2020). 
The range of technologies in use as a support for the 
education process in British schools is extensive, with 
music apps being created for all types of technological 
devices and operating systems. Consequently, each 
school can choose the most suitable ones for the devices 
available. Music labs in British schools often include not
only laptops but also wireless mobile devices such as 
tablets or iPads. According to statistics, these are 
preferred, partly due to their portability which allows the 
freedom to conduct the teaching, learning and assessment
process not only in the time but also in the space chosen 
by the users (Global Stats, 2020). 
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Unfortunately, we can not access a complete list of music 
technologies currently in use in the British Education 
System. This is partly due to the continuous development 
of new applications and platforms that support music 
education. Music technology requires constant updating. 
British Educational Communications and Technology 
Agency, National Association of Music Educators and 
Incorporated Society of Musicians offers, however, 
excellent guidance in this field (Becta et all., 2009; 
Fautley and Daubney, 2019). There are also online 
educational publishing houses and well-known websites
such as Twinkle, TES and the BBC producing teaching 
and educational materials which offer music technology 
resources and information. 
In primary schools, the music teacher, alongside the 
school board and headteacher, can decide the music 
technologies they consider most appropriate for the 
school depending on the devices available. In secondary 
schools, most music departments have two pieces of 
software: a notation program and a sequencer or Digital 
Audio Workstation. Music technology is an essential part 
of all GCSE and A-Level music exams, the equivalent of 
the Baccalaureate exam in Romania (ISM, 2020). The
notation and DAW programs allow the students to hear 
how their composition or arrangement may eventually 
sound during the process of composing before sending 
them to be marked. 
Undoubtedly, new music technologies have changed the 
approach to the teaching, learning and assessment 
process in both primary and secondary British schools, 
and they continue to adapt and follow new developments. 
Digital music technologies embrace a world of 
performance, composition, understanding and listening to 
music empowered by new physical and virtual 
instruments that democratise the musical field in ways
unimaginable a few years ago. Music technology has 
increased the enthusiasm, motivation and interest in 
music as a subject in British schools and can do the same 
in Romanian ones.  

Notation programmes can be easily used in the teaching, 
learning and assessment process and also in composition 
and music publication. This type of application offers the 
possibility of fast and intelligent notation of music, 
giving the option to print and export the score created in 
different formats as: MIDI, WAW, PDF, JPG, PNG, 
TIFF, GIF, BMP, MusicXML. 
Most of these programmes adjust the notation by 
grouping the durations correctly even when the user 
omits specific rules. This rhythm grouping autocorrection 
capacity makes them usable, even for beginners.  
The notation adapts instantly and precisely when the 
instruments or voices are changed to be used for a new 
band. Applications do this quickly and easily. One-click
is enough to transpose the scores to the desired interval, 
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key, clef, or simply to change the initially chosen 
instrument. Thus, the change of instruments for their 
adaptation to a new format is straightforward. Most 
notation programmes can save recorded music as a midi 
file and store it in a digital library. These types of 
applications contain a vast library of sounds that 
reproduce the timbre of instruments and voices in a 
realistic way, offering the chance to hear the 
compositions before being evaluated or performed by 
physical instruments. 
Some of these notation programmes, such as 

and  are offered free of charge for non-
commercial use. and

 are also free, simpler versions of their full-
featured version. Sibelius, being ideal for use in schools,
has been the standard programme for over twenty years 
in Great Britain. The original Sibelius development team 
developed the latest notation program, Dorico, an 
excellent notation program for both proficient users and 
beginners. 

 are other
famous notation programmes whose compatibility with 
one another is achieved by being able to both import and 
export documents. 

This kind of programmes allows the user to record, edit 
and mix sounds to make musical compositions. The way 
in which these types of programmes are built makes them 
usable both by professional composers such as Hans 
Zimmer, Benjamin Wallfisch, David Fleming and Steve 
Mazzar,  John Powell, Henry Jackman, etc. and also by 
amateurs or student beginners in the field of composition
(Cubase, 2020). 
These sequencer apps involve at least one user input 
device for adding or modifying data. The user input 
device could be a simple mouse, a keyboard or a piano-
style MIDI controller keyboard with or without pads and 
knobs. Digital pianos with midi interface can also be used 
as input devices. The most significant feature available 
from a DAW that is not available with analogue 
recording is the ability to undo a previous action. This 
can be done using a command similar to that of the undo
function in word processing software. Undo makes it 
much easier to avoid accidentally permanently erasing or 
recording over a previous recording. If a mistake is made, 
the undo command is used to conveniently revert the 
changed data to an earlier state. 
Cut, Copy, Paste, and Undo are familiar and common 
computer commands, and they are usually available in 
DAWs in some form. More common functions include 
the modifications of several factors concerning a sound. 
These include dynamics, pitch, rhythm, tempo, and
filtering.  
Among such programmes we mention here powerful 
composition software packages such as 

and 
that contain a wide range of flexible instruments with 
which you can create any type of music in a fast and
intuitive way.  
A few DAW apps such as 

 (a perfect place to begin) are offered for free 
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and are ideal to be used as support tools in music lessons, 
as well as a support for the achievement of the specific
competences stipulated in the music framework.  
By far the most powerful of the free DAWs available is 
Cakewalk by Band Lab which contains a fairly rich 
library and the ability to import other libraries desired by 
the user. Other DAWs like Pro 

 and  are
all compact versions of their full-featured version and are 
offered for free when a hardware device is purchased. 
The list of DAWs is extensive and is updating 
continuously (ISM, 2020). 

Generally, this type of application is equipped with two 
modules, one practical and one theoretical. Within the 
practical part of these applications are interactive 
exercises for ear training, rhythmic sense development, 
but also exercises for training the operating skills with the 
musical language elements. Here we include the 
exercises for identifying the graphic signs of musical 
notation, activities for identifying individual pitches and
also identifying and forming intervals, chords, 
tonalities/keys. 
The practical section may also include solfeggio,
dictations, rhythmic exercises, etc.  
In most cases, these exercises are designed as games with 
immediate feedback. Most can be personalised depending
on the level of the student and the object of the activity. 
The theoretical part of the application usually contains 
clear explanations of the concepts that can be accessed in 
the practical section. We mention here detailed music 
theory courses and lessons, articles in the field of music, 
including musical analysis and explanatory tutorials. 
All these applications offer extraordinarily strong support 
in consolidating fundamental music theory concepts 
which has a decisive role in understanding musical
language, ear training and developing students' 
musicality. Both the practical and the theoretical parts 
offer students the opportunity to progress in knowing and 
understanding music, starting from the basic elements of 
notation and continuing with harmony, counterpoint, 
music history and composition. Many of these apps open 
the door to the knowledge of Western music, including 
data about the great composers and their works, about the 
structure of the compositions, the style and the period. 
All this leads to a deep understanding of music and a 
critical commitment to listening, which will result in a 
bold performance of music, accomplished with
sensitivity. 
Also, they have the power to improve students' ability to 
read music and show a deep understanding of music with 
a critical engagement in their listening. Listening with 
increasing discrimination to a wide range of music and 
also developing a deepening understanding of the music 
that students perform are two of the main targets the UK 
Government expect and mention in the music framework 
(Fautley and Daubney, 2019). Recognition and operation 
in the written-reading process with the elements of 
musical language are two of the three general objectives 
mentioned in music education programs, and these
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applications support the achievement of these objectives 
in a pleasant and captivating way. (MEN, 2017; MEN 
2004; MEN 2005) 
The list of apps in this field is extensive. The list of sites
and applications that support the acquisition of notions
included in this complex subject of Music Theory related 
to the performance and compositional sides is extensive.
Applications recommended here are: 

 
– 

 
, etc. 

Some of them are offered for free totally or partially, or
they can be purchased at affordable prices.  

Probably the most popular online audio-video
distribution service in Romania is  whose
content is mostly uploaded by individuals. However, 
media corporations such as CBS, BBC, Vevo and Hulu 
also offer some of their material through YouTube.
(Weber, ; Brandom, 2016).  

and are just
three other online listening platforms that we can mention 
along with the large number of radio stations that also 
transmit online. 
One of the listening platforms we want to mention is 
" ". It was created by the Associated Board 
of the Royal College of Music in collaboration with 
Classic FM (the first national classical music station 
launched since the opening of BBC Radio 3) and Decca 
Classics - Famous British record label, founded in 1929 
(Classic FM, 2020). 
The platform is ideal for reinforcing music listening /
auditory skills in primary music-specialist and non-music
specialist schools. It contains 100 classical pieces chosen
by education experts for teachers to use in lessons or 
other educational activities. Various musical educational 
activities accompany all the songs. It is an extremely 
appreciated listening platform in British primary schools 
and is being offered free of charge to everyone during the 
Covid19 pandemic, a facility that generally only schools 
have.  

 is another fantastic platform for primary 
students which offers, as well as music listening, a lot of 
music education activities and games.  

 is another complex platform which provides more 
than listening facilities. They provide more 
than 152,980 CD-length recordings, music notes, cover
artwork and track lists. Instrumentation and publisher 
information are also available on their website. The 
platform also offers librettos and synopses of more than 
700 operas, more than 40,000 composer and artist 
biographies, a pronunciation guide for composer and 
artist names, a glossary, a guide to musical terms and 
work analyses, a junior section and other facilities. Naxos 
also offers a large number of mobile listening apps for 
kids starting from the age of 4 +. Most of them have a 
light or limited free version and are powerful tools for 
supporting great music education for the early years. We 
will mention here
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 Most of them can be accessed limited free 
and are powerful tools to support a quality music 
education for the little ones (Naxox, 2020). 

and are other valuable apps
for Yearly Years music audition, instruments and sound 
exploration. 

These types of applications are created to encourage 
children's musical creativity. Some of them, for instance 

 allow kids to record voice, instruments or body 
percussion, audio or video clips. These clips can then be
remixed into percussive and melodic beats and loops. 
(which represents the media library management system 
for the creations based on repetition). Blocks and loops
are nothing more than short sections of pieces (usually 
between one and four bars), which composers consider 
suitable for repetitive use. These applications are 
designed both as receivers, allowing recordings, but also 
as sequencers allowing editing and mixing. Among the 
applications that have their own sound library, we 
mention 

 which gives the students the chance to choose 
their favourite sounds, instruments or sound blocks that 
can be mixed to make original songs. They might be 
considered mini DAWs. These types of applications for 
children are those that precede the sequencers presented 
above.  
In this section, we also include applications that have the
ability to generate accompaniment and arrange the 
recorded song in a certain style. We mention here the 

 application. 
We also include in this category applications that are 
built as interdisciplinary games. In this kind of app, the 
musical compositions are created indirectly by making 
children's drawings or choosing characters that have pre-
existing melodic lines or harmonies. Included in this 
category are apps such as  

 

Due to the enormous benefits instrumental tuition can
bring to students' development, the implementation of 
instrumental tuition in Romanian non-music specialist
schools presents a current need.  
Music-specialist schools where students can access great 
individual instrumental tuition are opportunities provided 
by the Romanian government. The Romanian music
education system can expand its quality and include 
access to instrumental music education in primary and 
secondary non-music specialist schools using music 
technology as support. With their help, during the music 
education classes included in the primary and secondary 
non-vocational school framework plan, students can be 
given a chance to have the first access to musical 
instruments. 
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The list of existing apps for instrumental tuition is 
extensive, and there is a variety of instruments that can be 
mastered through online apps. For learning piano, apps 
such as  and are
great possibilities.  an interactive online music 
service, can also be accessed for learning piano but in 
addition, it currently supports learning guitar, ukulele, 
bass and voice.  are great apps for 
violin at beginner and intermediate level. and

are apps for learning guitar. Solfeg.io is 
designed for teachers and has a free limited version 
which helps digitally deliver the UK music curriculum. It 
showcases the melody and chords of songs well known
and loved by current generations, fully engaging and 
stimulating students. 

Most of the apps have the facility of listening as you play 
and receiving guidance through the melody of the 
selected song. The music library of the app includes 
various genres for different tastes and levels, approaching 
the elements of playing in a progressive way. 
offers applications for wind instruments such as 
Recorder, Flute, Clarinet, Saxophone (Alto, Tenor, 
Soprano), Trumpet, French Horn, Trombone and Tuba. It 
has a large collection of scores and is ideal as a support 
for brass and woodwind instrument lessons. 

For younger primary students, guitar-lovers who are not 
yet able to access the guitar due to its size, the ukulele is 
a fantastic, easy to learn instrument. 
Strong support for ukulele learning is given by apps such
as  

. 

Due to the capacity to support students in the attainment
of the required general and specific targets, music 
technology should be implemented in Romanian music 
education system in both music specialist and non-
specialist schools. Its use has the potential to improve
music learning through enhanced student-teacher
interaction, increased stimulation of students, the 
facilitation of individualised training and access to more 
effective assessment. 

With the help of music technology, Romanian teachers 
can more easily deliver a differentiated education, with
ICT facilitating personalised music learning, according to 
students’ level of knowledge and ability and the 
stipulated targets.  

Looking at existing music technologies as a whole, we 
can conclude that the aims of the applications and 
platforms created are interrelated and overlapping. This 
also applies to the different strands of music education. 
We cannot speak about instrumental tuition without 
music theory, just as we cannot talk about improvisation 
and composition without having learned the principles of 
instrumental playing or vocal singing beforehand. We
cannot talk about music notation programmes without an 
in-depth knowledge of music elements, just as we cannot 
talk about using DAWs without having a basic
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knowledge of the structure and forms that music can take, 
etc. All these apps support the complete music education
specified in the music framework approved by the 
National Ministry of Education. 
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